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[1] The continuous 1992–2005 data set of the TOPEXMicrowave Radiometer (TMR) has
been reprocessed to provide global, zonal, and regional scale histories of overocean
integrated water vapor (IWV) and cloud liquid water (CLW). Results indicate well-defined
trends in IWVon global and hemisphere scales, with values of 1.8 ± 0.4%/decade (60S–
60N), 2.4 ± 0.4%/decade (0–60N), and 1.0 ± 0.5%/decade (0–60S). The uncertainties
represent 1 standard deviation of the regressed slope parameter adjusted for lag 1
autocorrelation. These results are comparable to earlier results based on analyses of the
multiinstrument SSM/I ocean measurements beginning in 1988. For the 1992–2005
interval, comparisons between SSM/I- and TMR-derived IWV trends show remarkable
agreement, with global trends differing by less than 0.3%/decade, comparable to the
statistical uncertainty level and about one-sixth of the global TMR-derived trend.
Latitudinal and regional analyses of IWV trends show large variability about the global
mean, with synoptic scale variations of IWV trends ranging from 8 to +8%/decade.
Averaged over 5 latitude bands the IWV trends reveal a near zero minimum in the
Southern Tropical Pacific and maximum values of 4%/decade over the 30–40N latitude
band. Comparisons with band latitude averaged SST data over the same 1992–2005
interval roughly match a delta_IWV/delta_SST trend scaling of 11%/K, consistent with
previously observed tropical andmidlatitude seasonal variability. TMR-derived CLW trends
are fractionally comparable to the IWV trends. The CLW values are 1.5 ± 0.6%/decade
(60S–60N), 2.0 ± 0.8%/decade (0–60N), and 1.1 ± 0.8%/decade (0–60S).When scaled
to global mean CLW derived from SSM/I and compared seasonally, the TMR CLW
variations exhibit excellent tracking with the SSM/I results. Unlike IWV, however, the
CLW statistical uncertainties do not likely reflect the dominant error component in the
retrieved trends. The 1992–2005 CLW trend estimates were particularly sensitive to short-
term trends in the first and last 2 years of the TMR archive. Additional errors difficult to
quantify include strong aliasing effects from precipitation cells and uncertainties in the
radiative transfer models utilized in the generation of the TMR CLW algorithm.
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doi:10.1029/2009JD012145.
1. Introduction
[2] As the dominant greenhouse gas, water vapor plays a
central role in the evolution of climate warming induced by
the ongoing CO2 increase. Almost all published climate
model results indicate that this role is one of positive
feedback [e.g., Houghton et al., 1996; Schneider et al.,
1999; Bony et al., 2006; Soden and Held, 2006], increasing
the sensitivity of surface temperatures to CO2 buildup by a
factor of nearly two [Held and Soden, 2000]. In addition, if
average relative humidity is largely insensitive to climate
change, as suggested by observed correlations of column
integrated water vapor (IWV) with sea surface temperature
(SST) and troposphere temperature variations [Wentz and
Schabel, 2000; Trenberth et al., 2005], as well as modeling
studies [Soden et al., 2002, 2005], then climate models
predict that IWV will increase by 7% per 1C increase in
lower-troposphere air temperature [Held and Soden, 2006].
Thus, water vapor trends serve as a surrogate for lower-
troposphere temperature changes as well as playing a
critical role in determining the total climate effect due to
the CO2 build up. Because tropospheric temperature trends
derived from multiplatform instrumentation possess signal
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to noise several times lower than satellite-derived IWV
trends and are inherently more difficult to measure [Santer
et al., 2007], the surrogate role may prove to be vital for
early detection of the long-term climate signal.
[3] Satellite measurements of column integrated water
vapor over the global oceans have been available since the
launch of the ScanningMultichannel Microwave Radiometer
(SMMR) in 1978 [Taylor et al., 1981]. However, various
problems precluded use of the earliest data for reliable
measurement of the trends on the decadal time scales
required for constraining long-term climate change. First,
and foremost, the earlier satellite instruments were not
designed to provide long-term operation or sufficiently
stable calibration needed for climate change monitoring.
Their primary purpose was to provide real time constraints
for operational weather prediction models. Over nominal
3–5 year lifetimes problems related to solar heating effects,
orbital decay, and instrument degradation contributed to
uncertainties in calibration stability at levels too high to
allow meaningful extraction of long-term trends. In addition,
observations from platforms in different sun-synchronous
orbits were subject to diurnal effects, which add to the
difficulties of long-term trend extraction. To date, these
problems have been addressed most successfully by analy-
ses of data sets from the series of Special Sensor Microwave
Imager (SSM/I) instruments flown on six Defense Depart-
ment Meteorological satellites over the period 1987 to
present. The individual instruments have operated over three
to five year mission lifetimes with overlap. By careful
intercalibration, meaningful IWV decadal trends have been
determined over large oceanic regions [Wentz and Schabel,
2000; Wentz et al., 2007]. Still, reservations have persisted
in the climate modeling community regarding the reliability
of trends derived from multiple platform instrumentation
[Soden and Schroeder, 2000; Trenberth et al., 2006].
[4] The recently completed Ocean Topography Experi-
ment (TOPEX) mission has provided a unique data set for
long-term IWV trend measurements, which addresses many
of the concerns described above. TOPEX included a support
instrument, the TOPEX Microwave Radiometer (TMR),
intended to provide wet path delay corrections for the
altimeter range measurement. Since wet path delay depends
primarily on the column water vapor abundance, the TMR
channels (18, 21, 37 GHz) were also near optimum for IWV
and cloud liquid water (CLW) measurements. In a recent
reprocessing of the entire 1992–2005 TMR data set
[Brown et al., 2009], IWV and CLW retrievals have been
incorporated into a TMR Climate Data Record (CDR) from
which meaningful decadal trend estimates have been
extracted and are presented herein.
[5] The advantages of the TMR CDR for identification of
global trends are compelling. The TMR instrument was
unique with respect to other polar orbiting microwave radio-
meters in that it obtained a nearly global, complete sampling
of the diurnal signal due to its nonsun-synchronous orbit.
For the length of the extended mission (1992–2005) a
single instrument operated continuously (never turned off,
even during mission safeholds) with no significant calibra-
tion discontinuities. The TMR operated in a nadir-viewing
geometry, limiting polarization effects and providing sim-
pler conversion algorithms for geophysical retrievals. The
nadir geometry also eliminated effects of varying emission
angle due to orbital decay.
[6] Section 2 of this paper provides a TMR instrument
description, including an overview of processing algorithms
from antenna temperature through geophysical retrievals.
Spatial coverage, resolution, and cycle duration are also
described. In section 3 a detailed analysis is provided of the
method used to monitor small drifts in the brightness
temperature calibrations over the mission lifetime. Argu-
ments are made for the high precision of the calibration drift
monitoring which is critical for accurate measurement of the
small trends characteristic of long-term climate effects. In
section 4 the reprocessing modifications used to generate
the TMR CDR are briefly described, followed by a descrip-
tion of the processing used to extract IWV and CLW trends
from the 13 year archive. Results for TMR-derived IWV
trends are presented in section 5 for global, zonal and
regional scales, including a comparison with latitude-
dependent SST trends. Comparisons with SSM/I derived
IWV trends are made in section 6. TMR-derived CLW
trends are presented in section 7 with discussion of the
relatively large uncertainties inherent to microwave mea-
surements of cloud liquid. A summary discussion is given in
section 8.
2. TMR Instrument Description
[7] The TOPEX Microwave Radiometer (TMR) was a
modified version of the SMMR which flew on Seasat and
Nimbus-7 [Njoku et al., 1980; Swanson and Riley, 1980].
TMR was built almost entirely from spare SMMR flight
parts, with modifications which addressed calibration prob-
lems encountered by SMMR as well as the specific require-
ments of the TOPEX mission. The principal modifications
included a reduction in channels from five to three, elimi-
nation of the SMMR scanning mechanism (TMR was nadir
viewing, coaligned with the TOPEX altimeter), and a
redesigned multifrequency feed horn (MFFH), which pro-
vided higher beam efficiencies to significantly reduce off-
earth antenna sidelobe fractions and improve absolute
calibration of the brightness temperature measurements.
The addition of radomes to the TMR MFFH and sky horn
greatly reduced on-orbit radiometer temperature fluctua-
tions, which had been the primary cause of the SMMR
calibration problems. More complete temperature cycling in
the preflight thermal vacuum tests also provided a signifi-
cantly improved antenna temperature calibration algorithm
for TMR. A detailed description of the TMR hardware,
thermal vacuum test modeling, and subsequent antenna
temperature algorithm are given by Ruf et al. [1995].
[8] As a support instrument, TMR was required only to
provide the wet path delay correction to the TOPEX ocean
altimetry measurements. Strongly correlated with columnar
water vapor (IWV), the wet delay measurements required
only three of the original SMMR channels. The 21 GHz
channel, on the lower wing of the 22.235 GHz water vapor
absorption line, was the primary vapor sensing channel. The
18 and 37 GHz channels provided corrections for the effects
of sea surface emissivity variations (due to surface winds)
and cloud liquid, respectively. Because of the nadir viewing
geometry, polarization effects were minimal, with a small
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effect due to wind direction dependency of the sea surface
emissivity [Tran et al., 2002]. All three TMR channels
operated in a single linear polarization mode throughout the
mission. A backup 21 GHz channel with orthogonal polar-
ization was available, but never used in the thirteen years of
operation.
[9] The conversion of TMR antenna temperatures to wet
path delay involved two additional algorithms. The antenna
pattern correction algorithm (APC) deconvolved the effects
of the antenna pattern to estimate earth brightness temper-
atures in the nadir-directed TMR main beams. This algo-
rithm was based on preflight antenna range measurements
and modeled estimates of the latitude dependent on-Earth
brightness temperatures within the TMR channel sidelobes.
Details are provided by Janssen et al. [1995]. The geophys-
ical algorithm converted the main beam brightness temper-
atures to wet path delay using a two step statistical inversion
derived from a large radiosonde database. This algorithm, as
well as the relationship of wet delay to water vapor, and the
effects of clouds and sea winds, is described in detail by
Keihm et al. [1995]. In-flight verification of the path delay
algorithm was demonstrated by comparisons with island
radiosonde and ground-based water vapor radiometer mea-
surements [Ruf et al., 1994; Keihm and Ruf, 1995].
[10] The TMR main antenna was a partially offset para-
bolic reflector with projected aperture of 79 cm and half
power beam widths of 1.86, 1.56, and 0.98 for the 18, 21,
and 37 GHz channels. From the nominal TOPEX spacecraft
altitude of 1375 km, this resulted in ground footprint
diameters of 43.4, 36.4, and 22.9 km for the three channels.
The TOPEX satellite operated in a 9.9 day, nonsun-
synchronous exact repeat orbit with an inclination of 66,
providing global sampling over the full range of the local
diurnal cycle at all locations every 118.6 days. The non-
scanning, nadir-viewing geometry of TMR precludes the
more complete coverage provided by scanning instruments
such as SSM/I. The average 30 km TMR footprint
samples at the equator are spaced 316 km apart. However,
on decade time scales, this grid sample spacing is not
expected to significantly impact the derived long-term
trends for global and zonal scales.
3. Instrument Drift Correction
[11] The TMR used a cold sky horn and internal ambient
reference load to provide in-flight calibration monitoring.
The radiometer contained no noise diodes. A ferrite switch
directed the radiometer receiver to the calibration targets at
14 s intervals. Because the electrical paths differed between
the MFFH, cold sky horn, and ambient reference, any long-
term variations in path losses not accounted for in the
instrument thermal modeling could have led to calibration
drifts which required corrections using external reference
sources.
[12] Following the nominal mission phase (3 years) it was
recognized that measurements of the lowest radiometer
ocean brightness temperatures, under clear, calm, and dry
conditions, provided an extremely stable cycle-to-cycle
calibration reference. The implementation of this calibration
standard for TMR was developed and described by Ruf
[2000]. It involves generation of cubic polynomial fits to the
cumulative distribution function of TMR coldest brightness
temperatures for each cycle and each channel, then extrapo-
lation to the zero population values of brightness tempera-
ture. This method, referred to as the vicarious cold reference
(VCR) algorithm, essentially removes annual signals, and
has proven to provide remarkably high stability and precision
for monitoring TMR channel drifts over the thirteen year
mission lifetime.
[13] Figure 1 shows the 13 year (481 repeat cycles,
9.9 days per cycle) history of the TMR channels’ VCR-
derived coldest brightness temperatures, plotted as varia-
tions from the cycle one values. In addition to the VCR,
stable, densely vegetated regions in the Amazon rain forest
were used to monitor the calibration at the hot end of the
TMR dynamic range [Brown and Ruf, 2005; Brown et al.,
2009]. There were no observed trends in the hottest TMR
brightness temperatures, suggesting that the calibration
drifts were due to an instrument gain drift and required an
appropriate correction that scales to zero at the hottest end.
As will be demonstrated, the drifts shown are due to
instrument effects and can be accurately removed prior to
determination of the long-term climate-induced variations.
The largest drift, averaging 0.27 K/a during the first
6 years of the 18 GHz channel data, was first suggested
from deduced 2 mm/a drifts in the comparison of sea level
measurements between TOPEX and the global tide gauge
network [Mitchum, 1998]. The latitudinal dependence of the
relative drift suggested that a drift in the TMR wet delay
correction be considered as an explanation. As it turned out,
the global average 2 mm/a drift seen in the tide gauge sea
level comparisons was equivalent in sense and magnitude to
the wet delay drift predicted by the 18 GHz brightness
temperature (TB) drift derived from the VCR algorithm
[Keihm et al., 2000]. This result provided confidence that
the later smaller drifts seen in the VCR records of the 21 and
37 GHz channels were true instrument effects which could
be removed in the reprocessing for the climate data record.
[14] The above analysis of TMR instrument drift mea-
surement relies on the assumption of long-term stability of
the vicarious cold reference in the presence of climate
perturbations. It is imperative that potential drifts in the
VCR TBs due to actual climate changes not be mistaken for
instrument drifts and removed from the atmospheric trend
record. To demonstrate that is not the case, we consider the
following argument.
[15] The argument can be summarized by recognizing
that the coldest brightness temperatures observed over the
ocean between 18 and 37 GHz are not tied to a climate
minimum (e.g., coldest SST or driest atmosphere) but occur
because of a minimum in the sea surface brightness that
occurs in the middle of the climatic distribution of SSTs.
Over the range 18–37 GHz, the minimum surface emission
from the Earth occurs for a flat ocean surface at a frequency-
dependent optimal SST where the product of the sea surface
emissivity and sea surface temperature is minimum. This
optimum SST is 15.1C at 18.0 GHz, 17.9C at 21.0 GHz
and 26.4C at 37.0 GHz [Ruf, 2000]. The surface emission
is then propagated through the atmosphere where oxygen,
water vapor and liquid water drops absorb and reemit the
radiation, serving to increase the top of atmosphere (TOA)
TB. For a globally distributed TB data set, water vapor and
SST will be the most dominate geophysical variables in
driving the probability of the coldest TMR TBs. Because
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water vapor and SST are inherently coupled through the
Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, the coldest TOA bright-
ness temperatures will occur over a range of SST and IWV
combinations near the emission optimal SST. In general, as
the surface temperature decreases, the integrated water
vapor decreases. As we move away from the SST of mini-
mum surface emission toward colder SSTs, the probability
of drier atmospheric conditions increases, creating a balance
between the increasing surface contribution and the decreas-
ing atmospheric contribution. This offsetting effect broadens
the probability distribution function of the coldest TOATBs
in geophysical state space, which in turn desensitizes the
VCR to climate variability.
[16] To examine this further, a large database of modeled
brightness temperatures at the TMR frequencies was gener-
ated using National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
reanalysis 4x daily fields [Kistler et al., 2001] for 1998.
Figure 2 shows on a logarithmic color scale the joint
probability distribution of SST and integrated water vapor
computed from the NCEP database. It is observed that dry
atmospheric conditions occur over awide range of SST values.
[17] Statistical box plots were next generated from the
modeled TB database to illustrate the distribution of 18.0,
21.0 and 37.0 GHz TOA TB with respect to SST and IWV
(Figure 3). The box plots show the TB median (horizontal
red line in box), quartiles Q1 and Q3 (lower and upper box
boundaries), and the data extremes for each of the three
channels, computed separately for binned values of IWV
(Figure 3 (top)) and SST (Figure 3 (bottom)). The upper-
and lowermost data in red indicates outliers defined as
points lying 1.5  (Q3–Q1) above or below the quartile
values. The arrows on Figure 3 (bottom) indicate approx-
imately where the minimum surface emission occurs.
[18] It is indeed observed from the box plots that
the coldest brightness temperatures at each frequency are
observed over a broad range of SST and IWV combinations
particularly for the 18 and 37 GHz channels. The 21 GHz
cold TBs occur toward the dry end of the spectrum, yet still
span an IWV range of 0–4 mm, nearly ten times the
measured values for decadal variability (see section 4).
Thus the cold TB reference is not linked to a climatic
minimum (coldest temperature or driest air column), but to a
range of possible geophysical states away from the edge of
the probability distribution. In this way, the cold reference
will be less sensitive to global climate change because it
won’t shift even if the climatic minimum shifts. To bias the
cold reference on long time scales, the probability of every
combination of SST and IWV which lead to the coldest
TOA TBs would have to simultaneously decrease below
some threshold. This is a highly unlikely scenario for global
climate change. We contend that the variations in the VCR-
derived coldest TMR brightness temperatures shown in
Figure 1 are due entirely to instrument induced drifts which
can be removed prior to climate trend analyses.
4. TMR Climatology Data Record and Trend
Computations
[19] Following the end of the TOPEX mission in 2005,
efforts were begun to produce a revised Geophysical Data
Record (GDR) for the entire mission, incorporating correc-
tion algorithms for systematic calibration errors detected
from analysis of the original GDR. For the TMR, this
offered the opportunity to produce an auxiliary data record,
including climate parameters such as integrated water vapor
and cloud liquid. The post mission TMR Climate Data
Record (CDR) [Brown et al., 2009] incorporated three
significant processing modifications. The first was the
removal of the instrument-induced TB trends described in
section 3. This was accomplished by generating third order
fits to the VCR data of Figure 1, including a linear scaling
with TB level. An error analysis showed that uncorrelated
20% errors in the instrument channel TB drift corrections
would result in a 0.3% error in derived IWV trends,
equivalent to the statistical uncertainty of the trend measure-
ments. If the channel drift correction errors were correlated
between channels, the resulting IWV trend error would be less.
[20] The second modification was a revision of the model
for earth sidelobe brightness temperatures required for the
APC algorithm. In the original algorithm, on-Earth sidelobe
contributions were estimated from TMR beam data, island
radiosonde data, and a mean Earth TB model with a simple
latitude dependence [Janssen et al., 1995]. In the revised
algorithm on-Earth sidelobe TBs are computed from 1  1
earth maps on the basis of seasonal averages of actual TMR
TB measurements obtained over the entire mission, includ-
ing data over land. This improvement to the APC algorithm
was suggested by Obligis et al. [2007].
[21] The third processing modification for the TMR CDR
was the conversion of the wet path delay retrieval algorithm
to one for IWV using radiosonde-derived statistics. A
similar two step stratification scheme was used as for the
wet delay algorithm described by Keihm et al. [1995]. The
IWV algorithm uses a log linear combination of the bright-
ness temperatures of the form
IWV ¼ c0 WS0; IWV0ð Þ þ
X
f
cf WS0; IWV0ð Þ log 280 TB fð Þð Þ;
ð1Þ
Figure 2. Joint probability distribution of sea surface
temperature and IWV computed from the NCEP/NCAR 4x
daily fields for 1998.
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where the retrieval coefficients (provided by Brown et al.
[2009]) are generated from a large database of modeled
brightness temperatures from island radiosonde data. To
account for small nonlinearities in the algorithm, the
retrieval coefficients c0 and cf in (1) are stratified by wind
speed and IWV range and interpolated by the algorithm to a
first guess IWV and wind speed. In (1), IWV is the final
retrieved integrated water vapor value and WS0 and IWV0
are the first guess wind speed and integrated vapor values
computed from a global algorithm. The summation over f
refers to the three TMR channels.
[22] It is important to note that the accuracy of the long-
term IWV trend results presented in section 5 is largely
dependent on the validity of the instrument TB drift
correction. The APC and retrieval algorithm modifications
do not significantly affect decadal trend results on global
and large regional scales. Further details of the algorithm
modifications and instrument drift corrections utilized in the
CDR production are provided by Brown et al. [2009].
[23] The cloud liquid water retrieval algorithm is a poly-
nomial combination of the TMR brightness temperatures
CLW ¼ b0 þ b1TB 18:0ð Þ þ b2TB 21:0ð Þ þ b3TB 37:0ð Þ
þ b4TB 37:0ð Þ2;
ð2Þ
where b0 = 4345, b1 = 20.12, b2 = 1.64, b3 = 38.29,
and b4 = 0.185. Computed CLW values less than zero are
converted to zero (clear conditions) in the processing.
Equation (2) is identical to the CLW algorithm used in the
final TOPEX Geophysical Data Record processing to
account for the small component of path delay due to
suspended cloud liquid. It was derived by statistical
correlation from the same island radiosonde database used
for the IWV algorithm. Because CLW is not measured
directly by radiosondes we employed a cloud model based
on the concept that the liquid water density at any level
within a cloud is proportional to the absolute humidity
difference relative to the cloud base [Fletcher, 1962]. We
used a proportionality factor of 0.5, consistent with aircraft
in situ measurements [Malkevich et al., 1981]. We defined
the cloud boundaries as occurring where the relative
humidity crosses 94%, a value somewhat arbitrary but
sufficient to allow generation of a globally representative
range of CLW conditions. No attempt was made to correct
for precipitation effects. The implications for absolute and
trend accuracy of TMR-derived CLW are discussed in
section 7.
[24] The generation of long-term trend information from
the TMR CDR proceeded as follows. First, the CDR archive
was filtered to eliminate land, sea ice, and heavy precipita-
tion data (see below). Global ocean regions were then
divided into 2.5  2.5 grid boxes. The 2.5 size ensured
that each grid box would be sampled at least once per cycle.
Next, all unfiltered 1 s measurements of IWV and CLW
in each grid box were averaged over each 10 day cycle.
Finally, global and hemisphere cycle averages were gener-
ated by applying cos(latitude) weighting to all appropriate
grid boxes. This averaging method ensures that each lati-
tude range is properly weighted with the effects of latitude-
dependent landmass fraction eliminated. After generation of
the entire 481 cycle archive, the mean seasonal cycle was
removed by subtracting the appropriate monthly mean of
the entire 13 year data set for all data in each zone of
interest. Trends for IWV and CLW were then computed for
each zone using linear least square fits. Uncertainties of the
slope parameters were also computed including corrections
for lag 1 autocorrelation [Santer et al., 2000].
[25] Potential aliasing of diurnal signals into the trend
results were also evaluated. The full TMR data set was used
to compute the diurnal variations of both cloud liquid water
and integrated water vapor. The diurnal signal of CLW was
found to have a peak-to-peak magnitude of 15 g/m2. The
diurnal water vapor signal was much weaker with a peak-to-
peak magnitude of 0.5 mm. The sampling of TOPEX was
such that the diurnal cycle was fully sampled approximately
3 times per year. It was found that diurnal signals would be
aliased into the regional and global time series with this
period, but the impact on the trend when computed over
several years was negligible.
[26] All reported trends were derived after filtering out all
1 s CLW retrievals >1000 g/m2. Values of CLW >1000 g/m2
are generally indicative of heavy rain in all or a large fraction
of the TMR footprint. These data are excluded because TMR
CLW retrieval accuracies are reduced in the presence of
precipitation because of scattering and the differing emission
spectra of raindrops. In repeating the processing using other
rain flag filters the IWV trend fits were found to be
insensitive to the CLW rain flag threshold. The CLW trends
were not (see section 7).
5. Thirteen Year IWV Results From TMR
5.1. Global and Latitude-Dependent Trends
[27] Figures 4a–4c show the TMR-derived thirteen year
histories of cycle averaged IWV for the global (60S–
60N), Northern Hemisphere (NH, 0–60N) and Southern
Hemisphere (SH, 0–60S) zones after removal of the
seasonal signals. Positive signatures from the 1998 El Nino
event are clearly present in the global and SH data sets. The
fitted linear trend slopes are shown, both in mm and fraction
(percent) of the mean values. The uncertainty levels repre-
sent ±1 standard deviation of the slope parameters corrected
for autocorrelation of the cycle-averaged data. The lag 1
autocorrelation for the global IWV trends is relatively high,
0.6, indicating that the stated slope error of 0.38% repre-
sents a doubling of the uncorrected 1s error. Lag 1
autocorrelation values for the hemisphere IWV trends are
smaller, 0.1 (northern) and 0.3 (southern). However, the
statistical uncertainties do not reflect the sensitivity of
the derived trends to global scale transient events such as
El Nino and volcanic eruptions. The occurrence of the large
1998 El Nino signature near the middle of the IWVanomaly
time series has minimal effect on the decadal trend estimate.
In contrast, the Mt. Pinatubo eruption occurred in June of
1991, with subsequent decreases in global tropospheric
temperatures and water vapor which lasted 2–3 years
[Harries and Futyan, 2006]. The negative effect was
partially offset by a mild El Nino period in 1992. Unfortu-
nately, the maximum Pinatubo effect coincided with the
beginning of the TMR archive where the effect on slope
computations is most enhanced. The effect was evaluated by
computing trend values using only the 1995–2005 archive.
The result indicated a reduction of the TMR-derived global
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IWV trend to 1.0%/decade. In contrast, removal of the last
two years of the archive resulted in an increase in the
derived global IWV trend to 2.4%/decade. These results
clearly illustrate the sensitivity of derived decade-scale
trends to archive length and the placement of transient
events in the time series.
[28] Taken at face value, the global IWV trend result of
1.8%/decade strongly supports previous trend estimates on
the basis of the SSM/I archive, i.e, 1.8%/decade from 1987
to 1998 SSM/I data [Wentz and Schabel, 2000], 1.3%/
decade from 1988 to 2003 SSM/I data [Trenberth et al.,
2005], 1.4%/decade from 1988 to 2005 SSM/I data [Soden
et al., 2005], and 1.3%/decade from 1988 to 2006 SSM/I
data [Wentz et al., 2007]. The TMR-derived hemisphere
contrast in IWV trend (2.4%/decade in the NH versus 1.0%/
decade in the SH) also supports the approximately 2:1 trend
ratio estimated by Wentz and Schabel [2000]. This observed
agreement of decadal scale IWV trends derived from two
independent satellite data archives provides needed confi-
dence that long-term climate trends can be reliably measured
by current state-of-the-art satellite microwave radiometers. In
particular, the single instrument TMR results largely validate
the creative intercalibration methodologies required to pro-
Figure 4. TMR-derived 13 year histories of cycle averaged IWV for global and hemisphere zones after
removal of the mean and annual signals for (a) 60S–60N, (b) 0–60N, and (c) 0–60S.
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duce meaningful decadal scale trends from the multiplat-
form series of SSM/I instruments.
[29] In addition to the global and hemispheric analyses,
the TMR archive has been processed to reveal latitude-
dependent IWV trends as shown in Figure 5. Trend values
are shown for each 5 latitude band from 60S to 60N. The
red traces indicate the 1s error limits after autocorrelation
adjustment. Standing out are the hemisphere trend peaks at
the 3–4%/decade levels near 40N and 40S and the sharp
trend minimum in the southern tropical ocean centered at
10S. A comparison of interest is provided by the latitude
dependence of SST trends, derived from the Goddard
Institute for Space Studies (GISS) database (http://data.
giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/maps/) for the 1992–2005 interval,
and shown as the black trace in Figure 6. The red trace is
derived from the TMR-based IWV trend data shown in
Figure 5 assuming an IWV/SST trend correlation of 7%/K,
the scaling predicted for IWV/air temperature with the
constant relative humidity assumption. The green trace is
derived from the TMR IWV trends by assuming an 11%/K
Figure 4. (continued)
Figure 5. Latitude dependence of TMR-derived IWV trends. Red traces indicate 1s error limits.
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correlation, consistent with midlatitude radiosonde observa-
tions of the seasonal variations in IWV and surface temper-
ature as noted by Wentz and Schabel [2000]. The 11%/K
scaling between IWV and SST trends holds up well in the
40S–40N latitude region, consistent with seasonal corre-
lations observed in satellite data of the tropical oceans
[Aumann et al., 2007]. Note that an IWV/SST trend scaling
>7%/K does not necessarily invalidate the constant relative
humidity model. With a moist adiabatic lapse rate it is
expected that tropospheric temperature variations will be
amplified relative to SST [Trenberth et al., 2005]. The
amplification effect is supported by the TMR results as
well as previous trend comparisons based on SSM/I data
[Wentz and Schabel, 2000; Trenberth et al., 2005].
5.2. Regional Trends
[30] Regional IWV trends, shown in the global maps in
Figure 7a for 2.5  2.5 pixels, reveal a much more
complex picture with greater variability, ranging over trend
values of ±8%/decade. Although the statistical uncertain-
ties in the trend fits for individual pixels are much larger
than the zonal values, the regional variations are sufficient
to warrant speculative interpretation. When compared with
the regional variations in SST trends derived from the
NASA GISS site for the same period (Figure 7b), it is clear
that for the regions where the IWVand SST trends are more
significant, the relation between IWV and SST follows an
approximate Clausius_Clapeyron relation (i.e., an IWV
increase of about 7–10% per Kelvin of SST). There are
also smaller regions, generally of smaller trend signals,
where the IWV and SST trends show little or negative
correlation. These regions may be affected by relative lags
in the IWV and SST response or natural decadal scale
variability.
[31] Of particular interest is the Eastern Pacific with clear
negative IWV trends dominant off the coasts of North and
South America. These negative trends, as well as the
negative SST trends in these two regions, are consistent
with a decrease in the depth of the boundary layer, a
consequent increase in the frequency of stratocumulus
regimes (shallow boundary layers with large cloud cover),
and a decrease in the frequency of cumulus regimes (deeper
boundary layers and more intermittent clouds). In addition,
in other regions of the midlatitudes and the subtropics, the
TMR results show positive trends in IWV. As described
above, the more significant regions with positive IWV
trends correlate with positive SST trends and are also
consistent with having larger IWV in deeper boundary
layers which are in turn associated with cumulus clouds
rather than larger sheets of stratus or stratocumulus clouds.
6. Comparisons With SSM/I 1992–2005
[32] A comparable ocean IWV data set, in terms of
quality and long-term operation, is the SSM/I data record,
which has been sewn together through the careful intercal-
ibration of multiple satellites. Despite the uncertainties
associated with deriving decadal trends from instruments
on multiple platforms, the SSM/I data set is generally
considered the best long-term record of IWV trends to date
[Wentz and Schabel, 2000; Trenberth et al., 2005]. Because
the TMR brightness temperature calibration and IWV
retrieval algorithm are largely independent of SSM/I, dem-
onstrated consistency between TMR- and SSM/I-derived
IWV trends should greatly contribute to the confidence in
these trend estimates for climate applications.
[33] TMR-predicted IWV trends were compared to those
by SSM/I based on SSM/I version 6 IWV data acquired
Figure 6. Latitude dependence of 1992–2005 SST trends from GISS. The red and green traces are the
conversions from the TMR trends of Figure 5 using 7 and 11%/K scaling, respectively. The better fitting
11%/K model is consistent with a constant relative humidity model when the expected amplification of
air temperature variations relative to SST is taken into account.
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from Remote Sensing Systems. Figure 8 shows the 1992–
2005 IWV averages for the tropics (20S–20N) from both
TMR and SSM/I data. The data from all instruments (one
TMR, five SSM/I) were smoothed using 90 day averages.
The 1 mm (2.4%) offset between the two data sets is at
the level one would expect from retrieval algorithm mod-
eling differences. Note, however, the extremely consistent
tracking of both the seasonal and interannual variations.
Tracking of the seasonal variations (and the 1998 El Nino
event) demonstrates a precision of 0.1–0.2 mm between the
two instruments. With removal of the mean and annual
components a long-term trend of 0.8 mm/decade (1.8%/
decade) is computed for both data sets. Note also in Figure 8 an
apparent increase in the upward trend rate following the
1998 El Nino event.
[34] On a global scale, Figure 9 shows time series of the
global ocean average (60S–60N) TMR-SSM/I IWV dif-
ference at crossover points for both morning and evening
SSM/I passes. Crossover points are defined as points for
which both TMR and SSM/I data exist with less than 25 km
Figure 7. (a) TMR-derived regional trends of IWVover 2.5  2.5 ocean pixels in %/decade. (b) SST
regional trends derived from GISS website data over the 1992–2005 interval.
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spatial and 1 h temporal separation. Five different SSM/I
units, identified by color, are included in the Figure 9
comparison covering the period September 1992–2005. A
remarkable consistency is observed between the TMR and
each SSM/I time series, pointing to the quality of the SSM/I
intercalibration and the TMR long-term calibration. The
global bias between TMR and SSM/I is about 0.6 mm
(2% of the mean global IWV signal) and is stable to
0.05 mm between the SSM/I units. There is also observed
a consistent offset in the difference of 0.04 mm between
the SSM/I morning and evening passes. Most importantly,
the relative drift between TMR and SSM/I IWV is less than
0.1 mm/decade, a factor of 5–6 less than the independently
measured TMR- and SSM/I-derived trends. These results,
produced by two independent radiometer systems, provide
compelling evidence that satellite microwave instruments
Figure 8. Time series of 90 day averaged IWV in the tropical zone (20S–20N) derived from both the
SSM/I and TMR data. Note the precision of tracking between instruments on both seasonal and decadal
time scales.
Figure 9. Time series of the global ocean (60S–60N) average TMR-SSM/I IWV difference at
crossover points for both morning and evening SSM/I passes. Note the consistency between the five
different SSM/I units (differentiated by color) covering the 1992–2005 period.
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can provide meaningful decadal trends in overocean water
vapor abundance.
7. TMR-Derived CLW Trends
[35] The TMR-derived CLW global and hemisphere
trends are shown in Figures 10a–10c. The statistical uncer-
tainties indicate that the measured CLW trends are only
marginally significant at the 95% (two sigma) confidence
level, but the results are noteworthy in their comparison
with the derived IWV trends: 1.5%/decade CLW, 1.8%/
decade IWV for 60S–60N; 2.0%/decade CLW, 2.4%/
decade IWV for 0–60N; 1.1%/decade CLW, 1.0%/decade
IWV for 0–60S. Within the statistical uncertainties, the
TMR results suggest that the large-scale IWV and CLW
fractional trends are essentially equal. However, this result
may be largely fortuitous. The TMR CLW trend results are
very sensitive to steeper, shorter-term trends near the end
points of the archive. For example, removal of the upturned
data in the last two years of the archive reduces the derived
global and hemisphere CLW trends by half or more. It is
also widely recognized that satellite microwave retrievals of
suspended cloud liquid are subject to systematic errors
which could easily exceed the formal statistical uncertain-
Figure 10. TMR-derived 13 year histories of cycle averaged CLW for global and hemisphere zones
after removal of the mean and annual signals for (a) 60S–60N, (b) 0–60N, and (c) 0–60S.
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ties. The satellite cloud liquid trends are less robust than the
IWV measurements, being sensitive to differences in cloud
formation and precipitation processes as well as the diffi-
culties of separating the effects of clouds, rain, and wind on
microwave brightness temperature signals [Lin and Rossow,
1994; Stephens and Kummerow, 2007]. Especially impor-
tant is the presence of precipitation cells in the radiometer
footprint, which will strongly mimic CLW signatures in the
brightness temperature measurements. The precipitation
effects are made apparent when the CLW trends are recal-
culated with higher rain threshold filters. When no rain
threshold filter is applied (all retrieved CLW values included)
the global and hemisphere CLW trends increase by 20%,
suggesting that a positive precipitation trend for large-scale
storms may be present. This result is consistent with the
positive global precipitation trend derived from SSM/I
retrievals [Wentz et al., 2007]. In addition to the precipitation
uncertainty, aliasing (cross talk) effects on CLW retrievals
due to long-term variations in water vapor, wind speed, and
sea surface temperature must also be assessed.
[36] To assess the validity of the TMR-derived CLW
archive we first compared the 1992–2005 time series with
a CLW data set (University of Wisconsin Climatology
Record [O’Dell et al., 2008]) derived from SSM/I data using
a much more sophisticated retrieval algorithm [Hilburn and
Wentz, 2008] developed by Remote Sensing Systems (RSS).
On global scales it was immediately observed that TMR-
derived mean levels of CLW were 50% higher than those
from the RSS algorithm. This was not unexpected in that the
RSS algorithm includes a correction for precipitation when
flagged. The TMR algorithm overestimates global levels of
CLW due to the precipitation effects. The high average bias
is also likely due to the selection of 94% relative humidity
as the indicator of cloud boundaries in radiosonde data used
to generate the TMR CLW algorithm (see section 4) and the
fact that negative retrievals (clear conditions) are set to zero
in that algorithm. For the purpose of comparing CLW
variations produced by the RSS and TMR algorithms, we
scaled the TMR retrievals by the ratio of the SSM/I/TMR
mean CLW values over the 1992–2005 interval. The results
for the tropics, expressed as time series of averages for the
30S–30N latitude band, are shown in Figure 11. The data
labeled SSM/I are 1 month averages taken from Figure 1 of
O’Dell et al. [2008]. The TMR data are 3-cycle (30 day)
running averages. The high level of seasonal scale tracking
of the two data sets provides evidence that the retrieved
TMR CLW variations are indicative of real climate effects,
but by itself does not necessarily validate the much smaller
variations derived for decadal time scales.
[37] To assess potential systematic errors in the TMR-
derived CLW trends due to aliasing, it is instructive to
examine the trend in the brightness temperature record of
the 37 GHz channel, the primary cloud liquid channel which
is three times more sensitive to column liquid water
variations than either the 18 or 21 GHz channels. Figure 12
shows the TMR global average 1992–2005 record and fitted
TB37 trend after the VCR correction. The clear positive
trend, 0.45 K/decade, is statistically significant well within
the 95% (2s) confidence level. This trend is driven by
global average changes in all or some of the forcing
atmospheric and ocean surface properties: IWV, CLW,
precipitation, SST, and wind speed (WS). The question to
be addressed is what combination of these parameter trends
is consistent with the measured TB37 trend. The possibil-
ities are explored by examining the sensitivity of TB37
variations to forcing parameter variations
dTB37=dt¼ @TB37=@IWVð ÞdIWV=dtþ @TB37=@CLWð ÞdCLW=dt
þ @TB37=@WSð ÞdWS=dt þ @TB37=@SSTð ÞdSST=dt:
ð3Þ
Figure 10. (continued)
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We assess the implications of equation (3) assuming that
the sensitivities to the parameters are constants; i.e.,
nonlinear effects are ignored. The parameter derivatives
were calculated at global mean values of IWV, WS, and
SST, and for a 500 m thick cloud at 4 km height containing
200 g/m2 of suspended liquid. The resultant 37 GHz nadir
brightness temperature dependencies are well constrained at
the 10–20% accuracy level based on experiments [e.g.,
Wilheit, 1979] and modeling studies [e.g., Keihm et al.,
1995], and are given as follows:
@TB37=@IWV ¼ 0:53 K=mm;
@TB37=@CLW ¼ 0:066 K=gm2;
Figure 12. Time series of TMR 37 GHz brightness temperature anomalies with slope.
Figure 11. Time series comparison of SSM/I and TMR derived CLW for the tropics. The TMR-derived
CLW values have been scaled to the SSM/I mean.
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@TB37=@WS ¼ 1:0 K=m=s for WS > 7 m=sð Þ;
@TB37=@SST ¼ 0:
The zero dependence on SST derives from the inverse
relation between emissivity and SST at 37 GHz. The 10–
20% uncertainties in the IWV and CLW dependencies
derive partially from nonlinear effects, absorption model
uncertainties, and the effects of height distribution and
cloud temperature. Using the above values in equation (3)
and our retrieved values of global IWV and CLW trends
we get
dTB37=dt ¼ 0:53 0:55ð Þ þ 0:066 2:26ð Þ þ dWS=dt
¼ 0:29þ 0:15þ dWS=dt
¼ 0:45 K=decade measuredð Þ;
indicating that the TB37 trend can be essentially explained
by the derived IWVand CLW trends only. This result, while
supportive of the derived IWV and CLW trends, does not
exclude other interpretations of the TB37 trend result. It is
noteworthy that long-term trends in the SSM/I measure-
ments are consistent with 0.8%/decade and 1.4%/decade
increases in global surface winds and precipitation [Wentz et
al., 2007] as well as no discernible trend in cloud liquid
[O’Dell et al., 2008]. The 37 GHz TMR TB trend is also
consistent with those results. The key argument is that only
about 2/3 of the measured TB37 trend can be accounted for
by the 1992–2005 water vapor trend. The TMR algorithm
results suggest that the added component contributing to
the upward TB37 trend is a combination of CLW and
precipitation. A significant contribution due to a global
wind speed increase appears less likely but cannot be ruled
out.
8. Summary/Discussion
[38] The continuous 1992–2005 data record of the
TOPEX Microwave Radiometer has been reprocessed to
produce both integrated water vapor and cloud liquid water
archives from overocean microwave brightness temperature
measurements. The reprocessing removes instrument-
induced TB drifts, a step critical for estimating long-term
climate trends. The instrument drifts were identified and
removed using the vicarious cold reference method, a
standard demonstrated to be robust in the presence of
plausible climate variations. Results for long-term trends
of IWV and CLW were presented for global, zonal, and
regional stratifications.
[39] The most important result of the TMR-based trends
analyses is the confirmation of the global scale IWV trends
derived by previous investigators from the interleaved data
sets of SSM/I instruments. Our own comparisons based on
1992–2005 data, clearly illustrate the agreement between
TMR and SSM/I. On a global scale, the SSM/I- and TMR-
derived IWV trends differ by less than 0.3%/decade, ap-
proximately one sixth of the measured trends. For the
tropics, tracking of IWV variations on both seasonal and
decadal time scales demonstrates relative precision at the
0.1–0.2 mm level. These results are not sensitive to the
platform-dependent local time-of-day effects expected of
the sun-synchronous SSM/I measurements. The long-term
IWV trend agreement between these two very different
satellite instruments attests to the calibration stability of
both, and provides confidence that current microwave
radiometer technology and processing tools are capable of
measuring decadal scale tropospheric water vapor trends at
the levels needed for meaningful climate monitoring. The
TMR and SSM/I results consistently demonstrate that
global ocean water vapor has been increasing at a rate
between 1.0 and 1.8%/decade over nearly a 20 year interval
through 2005. The range of uncertainty is largely reflective
of the difficulties of extracting very small decade-scale
trends from satellite data that are less than two decades in
duration and sensitive to global scale transient effects such
as ENSO events and volcanic eruptions. The extension of
high-quality satellite monitoring of ocean water vapor trends
over the next 10–20 years will very likely produce a tighter
observational constraint for climate change modeling. The
successors to TMR, the microwave radiometers associated
with the Jason-1 and Jason-2 altimetry missions, should be
well positioned to extend the water vapor trends through
2012 or beyond. Six months of overlapping observations in
tandem orbits with 60 s offset between TOPEX/Jason-1
and Jason-1/Jason-2 provides optimal calibration continuity
for merging multiple instrument time series.
[40] In addition to the global and hemispheric scale
results, the TMR archive was stratified to illustrate the
latitude and regional dependence of IWV trends. The results
reveal that the 1–2%/decade global- and hemisphere-averaged
trends were the product of highly variable regional trends,
ranging from8 to +8%/decade. Latitude variations of the
IWV trends showed clear peaks in both hemispheres near
40S and 40N, with a clear minimum near 10S latitude. A
comparisonwas alsomade between the latitude dependencies
of IWV and SST trends over the 1992–2005 interval. The
result was consistent with an 11%/K scaling of IWV/SST
trends, in agreement with correlations seen at shorter time
scales and consistent with a constant relative humidity model
with amplified variations of air temperature relative to SST.
[41] TMR-based estimates of global scale CLW averages
reveal fractional trends that are comparable to those of the
IWV. However, the CLW trend estimates are not nearly as
robust as for IWV. The statistical uncertainties are only
marginally significant at the 2s level and the effects of
shorter 2 year trends at the beginning and end of the TMR
archive are large. In addition, unmodeled precipitation
effects as well as aliasing from wind speed trends may be
contributing to the derived TMR CLW trend. In this regard,
the most that can be stated is that the well constrained
brightness temperature trend in the 37 GHz channel cannot
be explained by the IWV trend alone. Small positive trends
in cloud liquid plus precipitation and/or wind speed are
indicated on a global scale. The individual brightness
temperature trends of all three TMR channels are consistent
with the retrieved trends in IWVand CLW plus precipitation
with no measurable contribution from wind speed.
[42] The consistency of the TMR/SSM/I IWV results
suggests that the climate data record from TMR and its
successor radiometers on Jason-1 and Jason-2 should be
considered as contributors to global data assimilation sys-
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tems. Leading operational data assimilation centers such as
NCEP and ECMWF have been including SSM/I retrievals
in their assimilations since the 1990s [e.g., Kalnay et al.,
1996; Kanamitsu et al., 2002]. In recent years, both NCEP
and ECMWF, as well as other assimilation systems such as
MERRA in NASA GMAO, have started to directly assim-
ilate SSM/I radiances into their systems [Bauer et al.,
2006a, 2006b]. These additions have led to generally
improved forecasting skills and forward modeling results.
For example, Okamoto and Derber [2006] report reduced
overall precipitation spin up as well as improved hurricane
track assimilation because of the direct assimilation of SSM/I
data. TMR observes similar radiance quantities as SSM/I, but
with significantly different temporal sampling patterns (pre-
cessing orbit versus sun-synchronous). The previous experi-
ence with SSM/I makes it relatively straightforward to
include TMR in the assimilation system. If accomplished,
the two radiance data sets could complement and verify one
another, providing improved constraints for reanalysis results
over the 1992–2005 interval.
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